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Introduction 

This report will summarize the findings and recommendations from the 9th Annual Dean’s 

Forum on Access to Justice and Dispute Resolution (the “Forum”). The purpose is to provide 

a brief overview of each policy discussion paper, to summarize the methodology used on the 

Dean’s Forum Day, and to share recommendations for next steps.  

For clarity, this document will refer to the students who addressed “Reimagining 

Family Justice in Saskatchewan 2.0” as the “Family Group.” The Family Group focused on 

the role that independent legal advice (“ILA”) serves during a family reorganization. 

Students that authored “A Tale of Two Labs” are referred to as the “Lab Group.” The Lab 

Group focused on the idea of a lab and how it may enhance access to justice in Saskatchewan. 

The “Merger” Concept  

This year, the student groups had very different topics. The Family Group was tasked with 

exploring and investigating mandatory ILA in the family justice system – a problem that 

arises within a complex system. In essence, the Family Group was asked to address a very 

complex problem. In contrast, the Lab Group was asked to explore and examine technology 

or innovation labs. As organizations, Labs are ultimately defined by a particular process – a 

process which is designed to devise innovative solutions to address problems within 

complex systems. In short, the Family Group was asked to address a complex problem 

while the Lab group was asked to examine a process which yields solutions to complex 
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problems. The merging of topics became a natural progression for the purpose of the Dean’s 

Forum presentation. 

The “merger” decision was largely driven by pragmatic considerations. It was 

intended to improve the Dean’s Forum presentation by making efficient use of time during 

the Dean’s Forum. It was decided that the presentation would begin with a description of the 

Innovation Lab process which would then lead to the application of that process to the ILA 

problem. This relieved the Lab Group of the need to generally describe and demonstrate labs 

processes using a hypothetical example. This also freed up more time for the Family Group 

to engage in a deeper examination of the ILA issue, prompt a discussion of solutions, and 

ultimately provide a forum for deeper examination and participation.  

This approach was also intended to have pedagogical value. Throughout the two 

Dean’s Forum days, we only needed to engage participants with two main ideas: Labs and 

the ILA problem. Merging the concepts meant that we did not have to repeatedly flip “back 

and forth” between disparate topics. Furthermore, using the two-day format for one 

presentation allowed participants to reflect on the first day’s discussion, and bring these 

reflections to the second day.  

Although the merger idea was initially intended to be pragmatic and pedagogical, 

there may be further room to consider this technique in future Dean’s Forum presentations. 

Many participants expressed a view that this format was “exciting” and “innovative.” Future 

iterations of the Dean’s Forum could be designed to foster further development on topic 

mergers. This might be considered at the initial “topic selection” stage before the Dean’s 

Forum class is initiated—future topics might be chosen to facilitate such a merger. Future 
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student group may also consider merging topics at an earlier point of development to create 

a more cohesive presentation. There is a lot of potential growth that could be considered 

with mergers. 

Summary of Policy Discussion Papers Presented by Students  

A Tale of Two Labs 

“Labs” go by many names. For example, they might be called a “Tech Lab”, “Legal User Lab” 

or “Refugee Law Lab.” Labs might be aimed at different things or use different techniques—

but the basic structure is the same. The Lab Group preferred the terms “Innovation Lab” 

and “Legal Innovation Lab” respectively because this was the most generic term for 

the core process. 

An Innovation Lab “is a semi-autonomous organization that engages diverse 

participants—on a long-term basis—in open collaboration for the purpose of creating, 

elaborating, and prototyping radical solutions to open-ended systemic challenges” 1  In 

essence, an Innovation Lab is a process whereby innovations are derived from broad and 

diverse participants, these innovations are narrowed into prototype-able solutions—which 

are applied and later revisited. Through numerous iterations of creating solutions, 

prototyping them, learning from them, re-examining them, and amending them, meaningful 

solutions can be developed within a complex system. A key component of the lab process is 

workshopping solutions—this workshop phase is broken down into three sub-stages: (1) 

“Seeing the system”; (2) “Designing” solutions; and (3) “Prototyping” solutions.   

 
1 Lidia Gryszkiewicz, Ioanna Lykourentzou & Tuukka Toivonen, “Innovation Labs: Leveraging Openness 

for Radical Innovation?” (2016) 4:4 J Innovation Management 68, n 5. 
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The report “A Tale of Two Labs” describes the various phases and stages of a standard 

lab process and applies it to a hypothetical innovation lab. This hypothetical is the first of the 

“two” labs; the second lab is the one that we prototyped during the Dean’s forum. Readers 

are encouraged to read the full policy discussion paper for a fulsome explanation of the 

Innovation Lab process. 

Reimagining Family Justice in Saskatchewan 2.0  

The policy discussion paper, Reimagining Family Justice in Saskatchewan 2.0, largely 

focused on the role that ILA serves during family reorganizations. The students were asked 

to consider the current landscape in family law and to provide commentary on whether ILA 

is still an effective method to ensure that a spouse’s property rights remained protected on 

the dissolution of an intimate relationship. Although a seemingly simple question, the road 

to answering this was long and winding. It became evident that the effectiveness of ILA 

cannot be discussed without considering the complexities of the current system. This 

included, inter alia, greater access to mediation and collaborative law, increased legal 

resources online, barriers to receiving trauma-informed services, and where ILA sits in the 

current process.  

The paper includes an in-depth overview of the historical backdrop of ILA. This was 

provided to ensure the reader could properly understand the context for which ILA is still 

relied upon today. Tensions with ILA are identified and juxtaposed with other jurisdictions, 

inside and outside of Canada. In the latter part of the paper, the macro picture of family 

law, with a special focus on how it relates to ILA, was considered. Finally, they identified nine 

problems related to ILA and proposed recommendations for each. This included increasing 

the training for mediators and lawyers on how to provide trauma-informed services, 
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regulating the mediation profession, increasing the number of mediators in the province, and 

potentially creating a commission for family services similar to the Human Rights 

Commission. 

Common Themes that Emerged from the Forum Day’s Discussion 

Methodology Used 

The 2021 Dean’s Forum was split into two half-days. Each day addressed different stages of 

the lab process and was intended to lead participants to understand, brainstorm, and 

eventually develop solutions for the ILA problem.  

Day 1: Friday, March 5th 

The first day of the Dean’s Forum had two primary objectives: (a) describe the Innovation 

Lab process; and (b) apply the first stage of the lab-workshop process to the ILA process—

to allow participants to “see the problem.”  

The first stage, (a) describing the Innovation Lab process was largely an hour-long 

presentation conducted by the Lab Group which outlined the basic information which was 

included in their respective report. This presentation was relatively straightforward. It 

included oral presentations combined with a video (which was graciously and deftly created 

by Kyra Kujawa). 

The second stage, (b) applying the first stage of the lab-workshop process, was largely 

participation driven. This process included breaking participants into five break-out groups. 

Each break-out group contained a unique and carefully crafted fact pattern developed by the 

Family Group using the “Persona Profile” technique (described in Appendix 2 below). These 
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fact patterns highlighted particular concerns that arise within the ILA problem-space and 

highlighted intersecting problems that arise for users in the family justice system. They were 

intended to begin introducing participants to the inherent complexity surrounding ILA. 

Although a full-length lab process might be constructed to ensure that every group of 

participants were exposed to similar concepts, this format allowed us to highlight a variety 

of problem clusters within a short time-frame. The key goal of this part was to invite 

participants to contemplate the complexity of the problem and thereby “unfreeze the 

problem” by seeing the problem through unfamiliar perspectives. 

Day 2: Tuesday, March 9th 

The second day of the Dean’s Forum had three primary objectives: (c) introducing 

participants to the complexity of the problem through an institutional lens; (d) enable the 

participants to develop solutions or solution clusters; and (e) identify and refine common 

solution clusters into actionable solutions. Admittedly, our goals on the second day were 

ambitious.  

We began by sending participants to break-out groups, usually the same or similar 

ones as at the previous meeting. During these break-out group sessions, we began 

introducing participants to the complexity of the problem through an institutional lens. This 

meant introducing a second set of fact patterns, built upon the one’s from the day before and 

highlighting the concerns and difficulties of institutional players and professionals in family 

justice, such as mediators and lawyers. This stage was meant to both refresh the participants 

on last-day’s conversation and bring the conversation towards a more systemic focus.  
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While in these breakout groups, facilitators were also instructed to pivot towards 

solutions. This was reflective of a shift between the “seeing the problem” and “designing 

solutions” stages of the lab. The institutional focus of the new fact patterns allowed us to 

develop solutions in light of both the user and the constraints on service providers. Still in 

break-out groups, group facilitators were asked to cluster solutions into common themes.  

Eventually, the break-out groups were disbanded so that participants could take a 

break. This time allowed the student facilitators to quickly gather and share the themes of 

their solutions and develop some common grounds. This was an imperfect method but was 

necessary given the time constraints. A typical lab process would leave more time for 

transitions and sharing between groups.  

After quickly compiling common themes from the solutions designed by participants, 

we were able to find some common themes among some of the groups: issues around 

mediation not being regulated, a lack of communication between lawyers and mediators, and 

insufficient trauma-informed services. The most germane common solution was a system 

which introduced legal information (and other interdisciplinary support) into the process at 

the beginning of the negotiation stage—this is contrasted with ILA which currently occurs at 

the end of the mediation/agreement formation process.  The most ambitious solution 

proposed was the development of a Commission similar to the Human Rights Commission 

where families could access multiple resources to resolve their dispute. 

The final stage of the lab process was intended to take one solution and refine it in a 

critical way. Normally, this prototyping stage is a major component of the lab process, but 

due to time constraints, we could only afford to devote an hour to this stage. Furthermore, a 
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typical lab process prescribes a detailed form of organization. For example, often 

participants will form into sub-groups based on their expertise profile and examine a 

particular solution within these lenses. Here, we simply kept all participants in one large 

group and introduced lenses one-by-one, and invited participants to discuss.   

For some time, this proved effective because it spurred a meaningful discussion about 

how a potential solution could be implemented. However, due to time constraints, students 

were unable to focus participants on refining a chosen solution since further discussion 

ensued concerning systemic issues. At the end, we were not able to refine a solution into 

something well-defined and implementable. That said, more time or a more delineated 

transition could have yielded a more tangible solution that could be employed quickly.  

Overall, this year’s Dean’s Forum was an ambitious one. We aimed to show how 

Innovation Labs are useful processes for deriving solutions. Our ambition is found in the fact 

that we hoped to develop a solution to an actual real-life complex problem—where such a 

solution did not exist prior to the Dean’s Forum process itself. We may not have produced a 

singular solution—but we did demonstrate for everyone that there were some common 

approaches that seemed to have wide acceptance. That is, most participants expressed the 

notion that legal (and other) oversight is valuable but improperly timed in the current 

regime. This is an important development because it shows that there is a general direction 

for future solution development—and this is a direction that some justice system leaders 

have identified themselves as well as being identified in the Family Group’s report. 
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Recommendations from Student Facilitators 

Merger Recommendations 

The students who participated in Dean’s Forum this year have noted a few areas regarding 

the “merger” concept which are worth reflection: 

• The merger concept required a large degree of cross-expertise. Both groups were 
forced to become fairly well-acquainted with each other’s topics. 

• The merger concept would have been better implemented if it were considered 
earlier in the process. This would allow both teams to develop research useful to the 
merger concept. For example, the lab group could have tailored their research to 
addressing family-law specific lab concepts. 

• The merger concept requires a greater degree of cross-team communication. Future 
mergers might be easier if teams could meet in person.  

When considering next steps, it is useful to consider James Youngblood Henderson’s 

reflection that, to move forward requires “discourses that create inclusive dialogue, creative 

decision-making models and institutional reform.” 2  The merger, as attempted in this 

iteration of the Dean’s Forum, is itself a step forward in innovation. In the continued quest 

to address access to justice issues, inclusivity and creativity should forever be the primary 

challenge of the Dean’s Forum. 

Presentation Recommendations 

The students who participated in Dean’s Forum this year have noted a few areas regarding 

the presentation concept which are worth reflection: 

• Given the two-day format, some participants only attended the second day and 

therefore may not have had the background understanding of the overall 

methodology of the process. This may have affected some participants’ contributions.   

 
2 James (Sákéj) Youngblood Henderson, “Postcolonial Indigenous Legal Consciousness” (2002) 1 Indigenous LJ 1 at 
51. 
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• To fully appreciate the complexity of ILA, it was important to allow space to discuss 

both a user, i.e. family-centered, perspective and an organizational, i.e. profession-

centered, perspective. For the purpose of flow, it may be important to consider 

encapsulating problem-based discussions on the same day. Doing so would be more 

efficient, respectful of the participants time and, ultimately help facilitators reach 

their goals. 

Topic Recommendations  

Lab Group Recommendations 

• A lab is a process which can be applied to any area, where a complex topic of concern 

exists. Participants should be encouraged to consider areas of complex concern 

where incremental change might be possible. “A Tale of Two Labs,” at page 21, 

contains some guidance on the situations which might employ lab processes. 

• The lab group would like to emphasize that Innovation Labs work particularly well 

with technological innovation. Some participants have expressed interest in 

establishing Tech/Innovation labs. This is both feasible and encouraged. The basic 

principles of the lab “process” demonstrated in the presentation itself apply here. This 

is also germane to the recently adopted “duty of technological competence” in 

Saskatchewan Code of Conduct, 3.1-2, Comments 4A and 4B. 

• Procurement often requires a traditional “waterfall” style of project management. It 

would be encouraged to consider, when possible, procurement arrangements which 

allow for incremental and iterative design. This requires certain planning at the 

procurement stage.  

Family Group Recommendations 

• A need for clarity was a common theme that emerged on both days. Clarity would help 

both direct the user to the right support and aid in managing expectations of the user. 

One participant wondered how to determine if a user “is confused or just not getting 

the answer they want?” Similarly, one participant noted a “misinformed spouse = 

misinformed fight.” Clarity, in general, can therefore be understood to a be an 

upstream solution. 

• Discussion of where ILA sits in the process of a family reorganization occurred. There 

is concern that if spouses enter into a mediation, and are not aware of their property 

rights, that they will agree to aspects of an interspousal contract that they might not 

otherwise concede if they were fully informed of their entitlements. Justice 

stakeholders may want to increase access to resources that will inform spouses of 
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their property rights prior to entering into a mediation or drafting a contract 

themselves.  

• Recommendation of standardizing of what ILA entails was brought forward. 

Currently, there is no standard which causes confusion for the public and for 

members of the legal community. ILA could range from a “rubber stamp” to drafting 

an entire interspousal contract for spouses. Legislation changes or practice directives 

could potentially resolve this issue.  

• The need to increase trauma-informed practice was recommended. Spouses going 

through a family reorganization will likely encounter some form of trauma.  

• One potential solution that was discussed was creating a Commission similar to the 

Human Rights Commission where families could access multiple resources to resolve 

their dispute. This could increase access to justice in a multitude of ways, such as 

financial barriers and accessibility of resources.  

• If a committee or a working group of stakeholders decide to focus on the work started 

at the Dean’s Forum, they might consider adopting or developing a similar Access to 

Justice Measurement Framework, as British Columbia has for organizations to 

individually track progress and to collectively track progress among organizations 

related to the ILA topic (see Appendix 4 of “Reimagining Family Justice in 

Saskatchewan 2.0”). 

Recommendation Regarding Diversity 

At its core, the Dean’s Forum is an initiative meant to create dialogue about access to justice 

issues and the future of the justice system. Five years previous to the start of the Dean’s 

Forum, Dwight Newman published an article in which he examines cross-cultural theorizing 

and notes “a legal system carries with it particular values, systems of thought, and 

intellectual traditions.” 3  These values, systems, and traditions have created barriers to 

inclusion in the legal profession. (The work of the 2019 Dean’s Forum students on Diversity 

and Inclusion in the Legal Profession highlights the important work remaining to be done in 

this area specific to the profession of law). The Dean’s Forum is a product of the legal 

 
3 Dwight G Newman, “You Still Know Nothin' 'Bout Me: Toward Cross-Cultural Theorizing of 
Aboriginal Rights” (2007) 52:4 McGill LJ 725 at 730. 
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landscape in which it is situated and so is not immune to the challenges around diversity and 

inclusion that pervade the legal system.  

 Following our debrief, students wondered if there was more we could have done to 

ensure that the invitations included more diverse participants, including people of colour 

and non-profit service providers. Previous iterations of the Dean’s Forum have addressed 

the need for inclusivity in discussions of access to justice and the future of the justice system 

(see the 2019 Dean’s Forum report mentioned above). We encourage future Dean’s Forum 

students to carefully consider how they can continue this work through the voices they 

choose to include in future discussions.  

This year due to COVID-19, an online platform was exclusively used over two half-

days, rather than the previous full day in person format. While there was concern that the 

lack of in-person interaction may affect the level of engagement, it did not appear to be an 

issue. The students discussed the potential this experience has for future iterations of the 

Dean’s Forum to consider using technology to widen the circle of possible stakeholders 

and/or attendees.  

In his same article, Newman notes that “It is simply necessary to assume that it is 

possible to reach cross-cultural consensus in order to have a chance of doing so.”4 The Dean’s 

Forum has much potential to continue building a foundation of cross-cultural discourse. The 

future of the justice system in Saskatchewan will be all the better for it. 

 
4 Ibid at 737. 
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Conclusion 

2021 marked the first year where the Dean’s Forum was entirely online. While this posed 

certain challenges, it also spurred certain innovations. The same story is playing out across 

the world in other settings—now is a time of change. This means taking action, making the 

leap. The same can be said when approaching access to justice in the province.  

The Innovation Lab process is meant to derive rapid solutions in the face of complex 

problems. This means taking a leap. The ILA project is one of those areas which need change. 

The Dean’s Forum showed that the ILA space is complex, but we were also able to 

demonstrate how the Innovation Lab process can elicit multiple perspectives from 

stakeholders, and inspire tangible direction for future change. What these solutions look like 

depends on the many experts and practitioners in the field. We hope that this moment can 

be sustained and approached with the change mind-set that we aimed to instill. 
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Appendix I: Methods for Design Lab Thinking  

The design thinking methods described were adapted from Innovating for People: Handbook of 

Human Centered Design Methods by the LUMA Institute. We developed Persona Profiles to use as part 

of Stage 1 of our workshop which are described in the book as “fictional characterizations drawn 

from real research data.”5   

Appendix II: Visual Tools Used 

The teaser video can be accessed at the following link: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HnK1jFKDGJ_TqI-M0YIXfYUpAS3sYG8D/view?usp=sharing  

The Innovation Lab Presentation Video can be accessed at the following link: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HnK1jFKDGJ_TqI-M0YIXfYUpAS3sYG8D/view?usp=sharing  

The Innovation Lab infographic is reproduced below and can also be accessed at:  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xUjMYegGxCDBDQo-pZnOlMgIa6tsJWrd/view?usp=sharing  

 

 
5 LUMA Institute, Innovating for People: Handbook of Human Centered Design Methods (Pittsburgh, PA: LUMA 
Institute, 2012) at 34 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HnK1jFKDGJ_TqI-M0YIXfYUpAS3sYG8D/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HnK1jFKDGJ_TqI-M0YIXfYUpAS3sYG8D/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xUjMYegGxCDBDQo-pZnOlMgIa6tsJWrd/view?usp=sharing
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Appendix III: Screenshots of Mural 



Introduction

MIND MAPPING allows you to represent  ideas and organize
them into a visual diagram clustered by association. Start with
your main idea as the central point, then add sub-themes to
branch out and connect supporting ideas, concepts, or
themes. 

This method allows you to see a broad overview of
relationships, as well as discover hidden complexities and
connections to facilitate decision making, effective
brainstorming, exploration, and planning.

With Rapid Mind Mapping in MURAL, you'll be able to make
use of the different zoom levels, and get visual with color,
icons, and images. 

DEAN'S FORUM MIND MAPPING

ADD ELEMENTS

Hit the tab key to quickly duplicate sticky notes.
Use Cmd+D Ctrl+D to duplicate elements.

INTRODUCTION

RESOURCES

TIME
30 min

TOOL TIPS

MAKE IT VISUAL

Use the panel on the left to add icons and images. 
Choose objects and play with color.

L1
(topic)

L2
(subtopic)

L3

L4

Use different shades for different levels of
information around one point.

Hold down the opt key (alt key on PC ) and click and
drag an element to duplicate it in the desired position.

Sue &
Gary

Who is
benefitting from
tax implications?

Who is not
benefitting?

Joint
Summary

Interests

Challenges

Joint
Summary

Other

Joint
Summary

Miscommunication
between parties

and possibly
misunderstanding
with lawyer and

mediator

Unsure of who
is giving the

legal advice--
the mediator or

the lawyer?

What are the
tax

considerations
and how

significant?

Possibly
medium/low

income
family

Rapidly map your ideas, observations or projects and uncover new perspectives and connections.

Lisa &
Jen

Joint
Summary

Interests

Challenges

Jen
Summary

Lisa
Summary

Ego - didn't
want to get

legal advice,
seeking help

Jason &
Michael

The need for
impartiality

and neutrality.
Neither wants to have a long process,
both would want this to be resolved

quickly. 

Neither seems to look like they want to
get back together. 

Navigate the process as cheaply as
possible. 

Power imbalance may be a factor in the
recourse to action, the selection of the
lawyer (the more powerful party may

selecting the lawyer)

Interests
Challenges

Landing at something fair for
both, tying in the ethical

components and
responsibilities to each.

The cost would still be a
challenge in the process.

Power Imbalance: Respect that
Jason is highly motivated for

different reasons. 

Cost and
time

involved

The form and the
rubber stamping

of it. Having a
psychiatrist and a

tax specialist.  

Mental
Health

Jose &
Amelia

safety

Joint
Summary

Interests

Challenges

Joint
Summary

Safety

impartiality/clarity
of process

honesty if
Jose is in
the same

room

Amanda
& Dave

Interested
in

seperating

Interests

Challenges

unlikely to
know

where to
go

ILA

If Lisa had ILA -
discussion

about in
perpetuity -

capacity
building

Joint
Summary

Might have given
her confidence

that her interests
are being
protected

Other

Do Jason and
Michael know

what is defined
in the process of

the ILA? 

Joint
Summary

Having an
understanding
of what each

person is
agreeing to.

What is
the evil of

ILA?

Legal
OrientationIncomplete:

they need
something

more (trauma)

legal orientation
to eliminate

misconceptions

Other

4.� Jason and Michael are seeking a divorce.
Michael suffers from depression and anxiety which
has been exacerbated by the separation process.
Jason is highly motivated to conclude the
separation and believes that the terms stated in
their separation agreement are reasonable and
reflective of their interests. During meetings,
Michael has occasionally forgotten about the farm
that Jason has had in his family for three
generations and has not expressed much interest
in it and has stated that he “doesn’t care what
happens with it”. You are concerned that while
Michael may be willing to give up property
entitlements to the farm based upon his lack of
interest, you are unsure of whether his
psychological disorders are affecting his capacity
to adequately reflect upon his interests. 

5.� Amanda and Dave live in Prince Albert.
They have been common law partners for
seven years and have two children. In
order to separate, they must attend the
mandatory mediation component first.
They are both clear that they will need to
seek ILA to ensure their interspousal
agreement is enforceable. They do not
qualify for any sort of assistance in either
matter but are struggling to pay for the
services. Both Amanda and Dave will likely
need to receive government income
support after their separation, including
child benefits based upon their income
levels.

Sue and Gary have been married for nine years. Sue is a part-
time education assistant (EA) at an elementary school and
Gary is a carpenter. They have three children. They both
recognize that hiring their own lawyers would be very difficult
considering their incomes. They both agree to attend
mediation to avoid court costs and messy litigation. They
invest about $10,000 in mediation to ensure they discuss all
relevant aspects of their divorce. They spend an ample
amount of time mediating child custody, spousal support,
child support, and property distribution. At the end of the
mediation, the mediator explains that each party must obtain
ILA to ensure that the property agreement is legitimized. Both
Gary and Sue follow these instructions and obtain ILA to
formalize the agreement.

Two months later, Gary receives a notice from Sue. It turns
out the interspousal contract they both signed did not include
any tax considerations. They are both devastated and furious.
They are unsure whether to have their agreement redone by
a lawyer or start over with mediation again.

Lisa and Jen are divorced. They live in Ontario where ILA is not
required under their Family Property Act. During their marriage, Lisa
was the primary income earner; Lisa was employed as a physician and
Jen stayed home and cared for their children. Lisa and Jen remained
separated for many years without formally getting a divorce. Upon their
separation, Lisa told Jen she would “take care of Jen, always.” A
spousal support agreement, amounting to $29,000 monthly, was
created and included Jen managing both their incomes. Jen obtained
ILA for this agreement, but Lisa said, “I am a neurosurgeon—I don’t
need someone to help me read a piece of paper!” They both signed the
agreement.

A few years ago, Lisa began dating Maria. Maria was concerned that
Lisa had not cut ties with Jen and pressured Lisa to get a divorce. Lisa
and Jen divorced but left the separation agreement as it was written.
Again, Lisa refused to seek ILA. Recently, Lisa injured her hand which
prevented her from performing her duties as a neurosurgeon. Lisa’s
frustration led to a gambling addiction which cost all her savings and
made her unable to pay Jen $29,000 monthly. Jen applied to the court
to have the agreement enforced.

3.� Jose and Amelia immigrated to Canada, as a
couple, 3 years ago. Their use of the English
language is conversational but limited. After
years of enduring domestic violence, Amelia is
seeking a divorce. Amelia is fearful of losing
custody of their 2 children, but understands that
Jose may be entitled to equal custody and
wants to explore the possibility of giving up
some of her legal entitlements in favour of
retaining custody of her children. Both Jose and
Amelia contributed to an average household
income. They decide to attend mediation. This
requires both of them to be in the same room
for multiple sessions. It also requires the parties
to work through intimate issues without anyone
else beyond the mediator in the room. 

Identify and discuss the issues in this scenario. 
What are Michael's interests?
What are Jason's interests?
Are there any collective interests?
What are some of the challenges Michael may face?
What are some of the challenges Jason may face?
Are there any collective challenges?

Identify and discuss the issues in this scenario.
What are Amanda's interests?
What are Dave's interests?
What may some of their children's interests be?
Are there any collective interests?
What are some of the challenges Amanda may face?
What are some of the challenges Dave may face?
What are some of the challenges their children may face?
Are there any collective challenges?

Other considerations.
Does the mandatory dispute resolution account for low-income household(s)?
How are Amanda & Dave informed about what to expect when obtaining ILA?
Does the amount of practicing lawyers in P.A. meet the demand for ILA?
When should ILA be sought?

Identify and discuss the issues in this scenario. 

Identify and discuss the issues in this scenario. 
Identify and discuss the issues in this scenario.
What are Sue's interests?
What are Gary's interests?
Are there any collective interests?
Can you think of any interests their children may have?
What are some of the challenges Sue may face?
What are some of the challenges Gary may face?
Are there any collective challenges?
Can you think of some challenges their children may face?
Did ILA hurt or help this scenario?
What about that ILA is at the end of the process? Was this part of the problem?
What role did mediation play in this process? Were there any problems with this?
How could ILA have missed the tax implications?

Identify and discuss the issues in this scenario.
What are Jose's interests?
What are Amelia's interests?
What may some of their children's interests be?
Are there any collective interests?
What are some of the challenges Jose may face?
What are some of the challenges Amelia may face?
What are some of the challenges their children may face?
Are there any collective challenges?

Day 1

Mental
health &
power

imbalance

The future of
the family farm
in relation to
employment

interests.

Needs to care for
mental health

during process;
anxiety due to the

separation so
needs support.

Michael
doesn't care
and Jason is

motivated

Property
losses and
the future
of the farm

Power
imbalance

For process, what is
the process of
getting to this

agreement:? Jason is
highly motivated and

Michael doesn't
care. 

Is this a process that
will suit the interests
of both as it would

through
Collaborative law
practice or trauma

informed law? 

advocation
of decision
making to

lawyer

Who is not in
the room?

(family/
children?)

legal advice
conflicts with

mediation

trauma informed
practice/avoiding
retraumatization

view of
the state
(distrust?)

Privacy

lack of
faith in.
court

system

Collective Interests:
stability/parenting
agreement; max.
eligibility for gov't

assistance

Who dropped
the ball? The
mediator or
the lawyer?

4

5

Now have a
property

agreement that
might have

complications

Now have a
property

agreement that
might have

complications

5

Both parties
want to avoid

litigation (hence
why they chose

mediation)

What barriers do they have
to dealing with these tax
implications outside the

agreement?  
Was this a draw back on a
neutral facilitator from the

start of the process? 
What were the instructions

on the ILA?
 

Seems as though
both want a fair

agreement and to
ensure property is

protected. 

Lawyer might
have included
a contingency

section
Could have
been tied to

spousal support
advisory

guidelines

Felt
betrayed 

Might feel
vulnerable

walking
into this 

Legal help
is

expensive

Lisa has
moved on -
emotional

component 

  Is the legal
professional
involved one

that is trained in
trauma informed

care? 

Identify and discuss:

The issues in the scenario
What are Lisa’s interests?
What are Jen’s interests?
The interests not addressed by ILA in the scenario
The objectives/goals
The challenges that might arise; What is getting in the way?
What are some challenges Lisa is facing?
What are some challenges Jen is facing?
How might a court view this agreement?
Later questions:
To what extent can a lawyer (in an ILA role) cover, or be affected, by those things?
What options do these take you towards that includes, or doesn’t include, ILAs?

Joint
Summary

Lisa
SummaryJen

Summary

Avoiding
bankruptcy

Jen
SummaryGary

Summary

Sue
Summary

Gary
SummarySue

Summary

Sue
Summary

Gary
Summary

Amelia
Summary

Jose
Interests

Amelia
Summary

Jose
Summary

TIMING: get
this

information
at the end?

Challenges
of language,
culture, etc.

Resolving it swiftly perhaps because
it may go his way. 

Interests in maintaining the family
farm to be in tact.

Emotionally he may be ready to
finalize the end of this relationship. 

Sounds like he likes the terms of the
separation agreement, so may not

want to have it amended. 

Potential employment
interests in the farm.

Mental health needs for the
short and long term.

Clear and defined process
for separation with an
understanding of his

interests. 

Mental health considerations. 

Potential loss of his property rights and access. 

Long-term employment interests, we don't know
where the money is coming from. 

Even if you know you are entitled to the farm, he
may be anxious to push back against that. 

Living arrangements, will they be lost in the farm
being lost? 

Safety is a significant consideration. What kind of
health insurance and employment on the farm, if
there is a safety issue then what supports are in

place. 

Potential loss of the family
farm

Employment considerations
involved with the farm.

Concern for the well-being of
Michael, and whether his

decision-making may affect
the outcomes of the

discussion.

Jason
Summary

Michael
Summary

Financial
challenges
in getting
legal help

People might
lack the

confidence to
make good
decisions.

Safety
Neutrality is

not
Impartiality

to be felt
understood/
confident in

process given
language issue

power imbalance/
intimidation

Power
Imbalance

concerns about
family farm - does

he work on the
farm or does he
work outside the

farm?

Keep
current

relationship

Clarity of
desired

outcome of
process

Resolve
gambling
problem 

Adjustment
to spousal

support

Employment
insurance

Finality

possible
inclusion of
support in
mediation

Lack of
supports

during the
process

Needs
support

Enforce
existing

agreement

legal
challenges

with custody
of children

housing

Maintain
income
stream

Burden of
attendance
(time away
from work;
child care)

Might be
worried about
lifestyle if Lisa

can't pay

Retraining

psychological
factor; support

Hurdles to
employment for

adults who
have been out
of job market

need for
process

information;
immediate &

long term

how do
they

learn 

Finalized
and

Resolved

ILA always is
the first

lawyer who
explains
process

Resolve in
a cost

effective
way 

Good
relationship
for their kids

parties may end
up with

mediator & both
are

unrepresented

Mortgage
payments/lifestyle

costs

mediator
may take
on role of
explaining

Property
issues

resolved

most people are
going to think of a

lawyer first; may be
a receptionist as 1st

point of contact

Might not
have other

assets

who is the
first point

of contact?

Wants to
take care

of Jen

Might want to
have some

form of
spousal
support

understanding
financial

interests/rights

Difficult to do
risk analysis

here;
screening
protocols

size of PA not such
a problem but

smaller centers
would make
availability of

lawyers limited

Resolving
addictions

issues

Getting
back to

work

single lawyer
is conflicted
as well; most
likely friend of

couple

Lawyer
incorporated

too late!

New
relationship -

possible
source of

stress

if ILA is post
negotiation, seems
impossible for ILA
to be effective at

end

financial
considerations

with income

Physical
challenges
leading to

psychological
challenges

Social services
may require

further support
sought

She needs
money to
raise kids

Identity
issues from

loss of
employment

Possible
guilt about
promises to

Jen

The
arrangement
may not last!

custody isnt a
forever deal

Anger about
life situation,

demands from
Jen, about

going to court

can be in several
common law

relationships without
realizing it

Shame

Concerns
about

going to
court

thorough
legal adivce
and clarity

Public
information

suggestion:
ILA training for

mediators

stability for children

Prejudice for
disability claim,
career, financial
decisions/loans

children on in\eerests
in who they. wish tto

live with

Parents confuse their
interests and the

children's interests

Lisa isn't
working 

gov't website
provides

Mediators
contact info; mix

of lawyers &
non-lawyers

Lisa might
have

influential
friends

conflict of
mediator

lawyers & ILA
advisors

Feels
entitled to
keep her
lifestyle

They want
to end this

quickly.

speed of
process

list
provided
does not
incl. fees

Unrealistic
financial

expectations

ILA is designed
to be a rubber
stamp; lots of
lawyers are

worried about
that

Structure of
mediation -

Same rooms/
different tech

Does she
have a

plan B? 

Adult children
- not putting
pressure to
take sides

ILA depends
on the

sophistication
of the clients 

Maintaining
assets

potential
issues with
quality of
mediation

Extra
"newsworthy

appeal"/scrutiny

Informed
choices of

process! Do they
know what
Mediation

entails?

if ILA is post
negotiation,

seems
impossible for

ILA to be
effective at end

ILA is designed
to be a rubber
stamp; lots of
lawyers are

worried about
that

understanding
family law rights

want
people to

have
protection

Information
given in
court is
public

Privacy
Issues

Want to
settle -

stay out of
court

Don't want to
be

retraumatised/
dragged back

in

Backlog
due to
COVID

Employment
challenges
because of

COVID

might not
know they

need advice
(ex. pension)

Lawyer
Problems

lawyers role
in process/

clients feeling
challenged

LawyersNo
stone left
unturned
approach

Lawyers
don't

understand

Do people
bring

Lawyers in
early?

people have
negative
views of
lawyers

Parties
don't trust
Lawyers

informed
probing vs.
learning as

you go

Section on:
Change of

circumstances

right to self
determination -

even if
negative

consequences

no obligation to go to
mediation unless

leads to a
contentious
separation

if unrepresented,
mediators have to make
sure general framework
under regimes (property,
parenting/support) - stop
process and advice to go

chat with a lawyer 

Substantive argument
more persuasive/

sympathetic

Lack of ILA
not a

sympathetic
position

Did Lisa not
get ILA so
she would

have an out?

mediators
have to

have
insurance

How serious
was Lisa

about
following
through?

suggestion: they
need a navigator

Irrelevant
fights

situation isn't
legally complex

Not
fighting
when

needed

Are lawyers
equipped to

understand the
financial interests of

Amanda & Dave?

Primarily
interested in

referral to
right services

Lisa might
have to
find a
lawyer

No
mandatory
mediation 

unempowering/.
dependency  unconstructive

sometimes

Parties get
stuck on

things that
their lawyers
emphasize

Lisa would have
to be the one to
take legal action

to stop court
enforcing

children's
interest is to not

have family
property

disappear

personal
supports?

in this

responsibility of
lawyer to

understand the
complete

picture

clients may not
be thinking
long term/
unaware of
resources

Safety of Children

ILA at the end of the
process; making a

decision, under
duress, is something
the mediator should

assess

What are
rights?

cross over;
lawyers acting
as mediators
are regulated

Trust
different
people

no designated
regulation re:

mediation as a
stand-alone

profession/practice

this couple is not
likely to get ILA;
not designed to
help them in a
practical sense

Culture

suggestion: have
ILA at both the
front and back

end

list
provided
does not
incl. fees

maintain
same level
of support

interested in
max. family

support; across
whole family

unit

The complexity of
bringing over other

family members, and the
fear of immigration

status. Example: the
person who is afraid of
losing their immigration

status and the citizenship
status 

Jason

Cultural
Context - in

the separation
of a marriage 

Michael

Joint

Michael

Joint
Jason

Lisa
Summary



Introduction

MIND MAPPING allows you to represent  ideas and organize
them into a visual diagram clustered by association. Start with
your main idea as the central point, then add sub-themes to
branch out and connect supporting ideas, concepts, or
themes. 

This method allows you to see a broad overview of
relationships, as well as discover hidden complexities and
connections to facilitate decision making, effective
brainstorming, exploration, and planning.

With Rapid Mind Mapping in MURAL, you'll be able to make
use of the different zoom levels, and get visual with color,
icons, and images. 

DEAN'S FORUM MIND MAPPING

ADD ELEMENTS

Hit the tab key to quickly duplicate sticky notes.
Use Cmd+D Ctrl+D to duplicate elements.

INTRODUCTION

RESOURCES

parties may end
up with

mediator & both
are

unrepresented

Social services
may require

further support
sought

TIME
30 min

TOOL TIPS

MAKE IT VISUAL

Use the panel on the left to add icons and images. 
Choose objects and play with color.

L1
(topic)

L2
(subtopic)

L3

L4

Use different shades for different levels of
information around one point.

Hold down the opt key (alt key on PC ) and click and
drag an element to duplicate it in the desired position.

Sue &
Gary

Sue & Gary Summary: Who is benefitting
from tax implications? Who is not

benefitting?  Who is benefitting from tax
implications? Who is not benefitting? Both
parties want to avoid litigation (hence why

they chose mediation). What barriers do they
have to dealing with these tax implications

outside the agreement? 
Was this a draw back on a neutral facilitator

from the start of the process? 
What were the instructions on the ILA?

Seems as though both want a fair agreement
and to ensure property is protected. 

 

Interests

Challenges

Unsure of who is giving the
legal advice--the mediator or

the lawyer? Possibly
medium/low income family.

Now have a property
agreement that might have
complications. Now have a
property agreement that

might have complications. 

Other

Who dropped
the ball? The
mediator or
the lawyer?

Joint
Summary

Miscommunication
between parties and

possibly
misunderstanding
with lawyer and

mediator

Rapidly map your ideas, observations or projects and uncover new perspectives and connections.

Lisa &
Jen

1 Joint
Summary

Interests

Challenges

Jen
Summary

Lisa
Summary

1

Jason &
Michael

1

Joint: Neither wants to have a
long process, wants it to be

resolves quickly. Neither seems
to look like they want to get back
together. Navigate the process
as cheaply as possible. Power

imbalance may be a factor in the
recourse to action, the selection
of the lawyer (the more powerful
party may selecting the lawyer)

Interests

Challenges

Landing at something fair
for both, tying in the ethical

components and
responsibilities to each.
The cost would still be a
challenge in the process.

Power Imbalance: Respect
that Jason is highly

motivated for different
reasons. 

1

2

2

Jose &
Amelia

1

Jose & Amelia Summary: lack of faith in. court system. view of
the state (distrust?). impartiality/clarity of process. Neutrality is

not Impartiality. Privacy. to be felt understood/ confident in
process given language issue. They want to end this quickly.
Clarity of desired outcome of process. speed of process. right

to selfdetermination - even if negative consequences.
thorough legal adivce and clarity. safety. Structure of mediation

- Same rooms/different tech. possible inclusion of support in
mediation. Structure of mediation - Same rooms/different tech.

Structure of mediation - Same rooms/different tech. power
imbalance/intimidation. Safety of Children. children on

in\eerests in who they. wish tto live with. stability for children.
The complexity of bringing over other family members, and the
fear of immigration status. Example: the person who is afraid of
losing their immigration status and the citizenship status . For

Jose and Amelia, Cultursal Context - in the separation of a
marriage 

Interests

Challenges

Amelia, Jose, & Lawyer Summary: People have negative views of
lawyers. Informed choices of process! Do they know what Mediation
entails? lawyers role in process/ clients feeling challenged. potential
issues with quality of mediation. honesty if Jose is in the same room.

Safety. Power Imbalance. Finality. Lack of supports during the
process. legal advice conflicts with mediation. Parents confuse their
interests and the children's interests. Lawyer incorporated too late!.

trauma informed practice/avoiding retraumatization. Who is not in the
room? (family/ children?) She needs money to raise kids. financial

considerations with income. The arrangement may not last! custody
isnt a forever deal. Parties don't trust Lawyers. legal challenges with

custody of children. Difficult to do risk analysis here; screening
protocols. Challenges of language, culture, etc. Trust different people.

What are rights? Culture. People might lack the confidence to make
good decisions. Difficult to do risk analysis here; screening protocols.

Parties get stuck on things that their lawyers emphasize. Lawyers
don't understand. LawyersNo stone left unturned approach. Do

people bring Lawyers in early? advocation of decision making to
lawyer. unempowering/. dependency. unempowering/. dependency .

unconstructive sometimes. 

1

2

2

Amanda
& Dave

Separating

SUMMARY: A & D are jointly
interested in separating,

protection (incl. kids interest),
psychological support, finances
(maintaining same income level
- housing), process-information

(immediate & long-term) and
information on legal rights.

Immediate interest is a referral
to the right supports.

Interests

Challenges

need for
process

information
(immediate &

long term)

Other

2

Joint
Summary

1

Other

Jason & Michael: Joint Summary - Having an
understanding of what each person is

agreeing to. Have them define that process
in the ILA. For process, what is the process
of getting to this agreement: Jason is highly
motivated and Michael doesn't care. Having
a process that will suit the interests of both

through Collaborative law practice or trauma
informed law.  Having a legal professional

that is trained in trauma informed care.  The
form and the rubber stamping of it. Having a
psychiatrist and a tax specialist. The need for

impartiality and neutrality. 

What's
the evil of

ILA?

2

Amelia & Jose Summary: TIMING:
get this information at the end?
Irrelevant fights.  clients may not
be thinking long term/unaware of

resources. Not fighting when
needed. Incomplete: they need
something more (trauma). Legal
Orientation. personal supports?

in this. legal orientation to
eliminate misconceptions. 

Other

informed
probing vs.
learning as

you go

SUMMARY OF OTHER
CONSIDERATIONS: Unclear who
is the first point of contact?  ILA

lawyer, lawyer receptionist,
mediators. What is obligations of
mediators (ex. stopping process

as needed), regulations of
mediators unclear. Lawyers

obligation to understand
complete picture; are lawyers

equipped to understand financial
interests?

who is the
first point

of contact?

4.� Jason and Michael are seeking a divorce.
Michael suffers from depression and anxiety which
has been exacerbated by the separation process.
Jason is highly motivated to conclude the
separation and believes that the terms stated in
their separation agreement are reasonable and
reflective of their interests. During meetings,
Michael has occasionally forgotten about the farm
that Jason has had in his family for three
generations and has not expressed much interest
in it and has stated that he “doesn’t care what
happens with it”. You are concerned that while
Michael may be willing to give up property
entitlements to the farm based upon his lack of
interest, you are unsure of whether his
psychological disorders are affecting his capacity
to adequately reflect upon his interests. 

5.� Amanda and Dave live in Prince Albert.
They have been common law partners for
seven years and have two children. In
order to separate, they must attend the
mandatory mediation component first.
They are both clear that they will need to
seek ILA to ensure their interspousal
agreement is enforceable. They do not
qualify for any sort of assistance in either
matter but are struggling to pay for the
services. Both Amanda and Dave will likely
need to receive government income
support after their separation, including
child benefits based upon their income
levels.

Sue and Gary have been married for nine years. Sue is a part-
time education assistant (EA) at an elementary school and
Gary is a carpenter. They have three children. They both
recognize that hiring their own lawyers would be very difficult
considering their incomes. They both agree to attend
mediation to avoid court costs and messy litigation. They
invest about $10,000 in mediation to ensure they discuss all
relevant aspects of their divorce. They spend an ample
amount of time mediating child custody, spousal support, child
support, and property distribution. At the end of the mediation,
the mediator explains that each party must obtain ILA to
ensure that the property agreement is legitimized. Both Gary
and Sue follow these instructions and obtain ILA to formalize
the agreement.

Two months later, Gary receives a notice from Sue. It turns out
the interspousal contract they both signed did not include any
tax considerations. They are both devastated and furious.
They are unsure whether to have their agreement redone by a
lawyer or start over with mediation again.

Lisa and Jen are divorced. They live in Ontario where ILA is not
required under their Family Property Act. During their marriage, Lisa
was the primary income earner; Lisa was employed as a physician
and Jen stayed home and cared for their children. Lisa and Jen
remained separated for many years without formally getting a
divorce. Upon their separation, Lisa told Jen she would “take care of
Jen, always.” A spousal support agreement, amounting to $29,000
monthly, was created and included Jen managing both their incomes.
Jen obtained ILA for this agreement, but Lisa said, “I am a
neurosurgeon—I don’t need someone to help me read a piece of
paper!” They both signed the agreement.

A few years ago, Lisa began dating Maria. Maria was concerned that
Lisa had not cut ties with Jen and pressured Lisa to get a divorce.
Lisa and Jen divorced but left the separation agreement as it was
written. Again, Lisa refused to seek ILA. Recently, Lisa injured her
hand which prevented her from performing her duties as a
neurosurgeon. Lisa’s frustration led to a gambling addiction which
cost all her savings and made her unable to pay Jen $29,000
monthly. Jen applied to the court to have the agreement enforced.

3.� Jose and Amelia immigrated to Canada, as a
couple, 3 years ago. Their use of the English
language is conversational but limited. After years
of enduring domestic violence, Amelia is seeking
a divorce. Amelia is fearful of losing custody of
their 2 children, but understands that Jose may
be entitled to equal custody and wants to explore
the possibility of giving up some of her legal
entitlements in favour of retaining custody of her
children. Both Jose and Amelia contributed to an
average household income. They decide to
attend mediation. This requires both of them to
be in the same room for multiple sessions. It also
requires the parties to work through intimate
issues without anyone else beyond the mediator
in the room. 

Identify and discuss the issues in this scenario. 
What are Michael's interests?
What are Jason's interests?
Are there any collective interests?
What are some of the challenges Michael may face?
What are some of the challenges Jason may face?
Are there any collective challenges?

Identify and discuss the issues in this scenario.
What are Amanda's interests?
What are Dave's interests?
What may some of their children's interests be?
Are there any collective interests?
What are some of the challenges Amanda may face?
What are some of the challenges Dave may face?
What are some of the challenges their children may face?
Are there any collective challenges?

Other considerations.
Does the mandatory dispute resolution account for low-income household(s)?
How are Amanda & Dave informed about what to expect when obtaining ILA?
Does the amount of practicing lawyers in P.A. meet the demand for ILA?
When should ILA be sought?

Identify and discuss the issues in this scenario. 

Identify and discuss the issues in this scenario. 
Identify and discuss the issues in this scenario.
What are Sue's interests?
What are Gary's interests?
Are there any collective interests?
Can you think of any interests their children may have?
What are some of the challenges Sue may face?
What are some of the challenges Gary may face?
Are there any collective challenges?
Can you think of some challenges their children may face?
Did ILA hurt or help this scenario?
What about that ILA is at the end of the process? Was this part of the problem?
What role did mediation play in this process? Were there any problems with this?
How could ILA have missed the tax implications?

Identify and discuss the issues in this scenario.
What are Jose's interests?
What are Amelia's interests?
What may some of their children's interests be?
Are there any collective interests?
What are some of the challenges Jose may face?
What are some of the challenges Amelia may face?
What are some of the challenges their children may face?
Are there any collective challenges?

3

4

5

3

4

5

3

4
5

3

4

5

3

4

5

list
provided
does not
incl. fees

how do
they

learn 

want
people to

have
protection

housing

children's
interest is to not

have family
property

disappear

ILA at the end of the
process; making a

decision, under
duress, is something
the mediator should

assess

Are lawyers
equipped to

understand the
financial interests

of Amanda &
Dave?

ILA always is
the first

lawyer who
explains
process

3

4

5

5

3

4
5

3

4

5

a lot of
resource

but difficult
to connect

managing
expectations!

has to be
simple; a lot of
online access

but people want
to talk to a

person

Moose
Jaw Firm -

Sue &
Gary

Nobody teaches you
how to offer ILA. It is
not something that
any principals will

explain. There might
be a feeling of
overwhelmed.  Summary

Interests

Challenges

Summary

Other

2

Summary

1

1

Different firms
approach
things in

different ways. 

2

Saskatoon
Firm - Lisa &

Jen

Helping
the client

Summary

Interests

Challenges

Summary

1

Case law
not on

their side

2

Yorkton
Mediator -
Jason &
Michael

Mediator
interested in

Michael's
mental
health. 

Summary

Interests

Challenges

Summary

Michael's's
mental health

fluctuations and
needs. A non-
neutral body. 

Not to rush the
process. Brings us
back to the trauma

informed
perspective. What

are the time
considerations?

The lawyer
who is

seeking
litigation. 

Regina Firm - Jose
& Amelia

Experience
with People

have fled
domestic
violence

Mediators

Interests

Challenges

Summary

amelia/jose
liiving

together

risk
assessment 

possible
issues with
children?

Ministry -
Amanda
& Dave

wanting to
do

something
meaningful

SUMMARY: provide
meaningful support (give

hope), obtain needed
information to direct to next
step, be efficient (prioritize),

avoid taking on lawyerly
duties, provide consistent

information/support

Interests

Challenges

SUMMARY: managing expectations
(is person confused or not getting

the answer they want?). People
want to talk to a person. Difficult to
connect people to resources (one-
stop shop doesn't exist). Need lots
of time to figure out callers needs.
Misinformed spouse = misinformed

fight. Challenge to maintain
neutrality. 

not wanting to
give lawyerly
advice; avoid

taking on duties
of lawyer

Solutions

Lack of information
for lawyers on

background/history
of agreement

Summary
lawyer not

familiar with
background

of
agreement 

Other

2

Summary

1

Observation

2

Summary

Dark
Bruise on

neck;
choking

Other

SUMMARY OF CONSIDERATIONS:
Many solutions were discussed
such as: create a new position

(triage, navigator, paralegal); clearly
define role of mediator; explore

duty counsel role (online, efficient);
make information consistent

(checklists); more options. All of
this lead back to the question of

what is ILA and what are we trying
to do?

what are you
trying to do with

ILA and other
ways to deliver

it?

You are a mediator in Yorkton. You have been working with Jason
and Michael for a few months now in their separation. They have
some property (one van, some furniture worth about $5,000, and
$9,000 in savings). They both seem in agreeance to split the
property 50/50. However, it has taken a long time to work this out
with the couple because Michael seems very uninterested in the
process. You are concerned he is being rush by Jason. However,
you are a seasoned mediator (about fifteen years of experience)
and uncovered their interests, used reframing methods, and were
finally able to help the two work out an agreement. 
You instruct the two parties that they need to receive ILA to ensure
their interspousal agreement is valid. You were very frustrated to
hear that Michael took his agreement to a lawyer down the street
who informed him he could “fight this in court” and probably get
more than half. You have a good relationship with the lawyer that
Jason went to. You call this lawyer and tell her how frustrated you
are that Michael’s lawyer informed him he could probably get more
than half. You had seen how draining the mediation process was
on Michael and are concerned what litigation might do to his
mental health. What are your options? How can you work with
lawyers to ensure this doesn’t continue happening? 

You are a new Ministry worker in Prince Albert.
You receive a call from someone named Amanda
who is very upset. She explains to you that she is
seeking to separate from her common-law spouse
Dave. Amanda is really worried about keeping her
pension. Amanda explains that she was recently
laid off, due to COVID, and is not able to maintain
hours as a housecleaner. Amanda will likely be
applying for CERB and she guesses Dave has
already done. Given their low household income,
Amanda has spent some time reviewing a self-
help tool kit which has only taken her so far.
Amanda is frustrated with the confusing and
intricate process required of a separation -
especially the new mandatory early family dispute
resolution. Amanda doesn’t believe either her or
Dave can afford mediation. Amanda is also
concerned about the cost of obtaining ILA.

You are a new lawyer at a small firm in Moose Jaw. Your
practice mostly consists of family law. You are familiar
with the ILA requirement under The Family Property Act
but aren’t exactly sure what you are required to provide
to a client. Gary Watson comes to your office with a
drafted interspousal contract. He explains to you that he
has spent the last three months in mediation addressing
“all of the property shared by him and his soon-to-be ex-
wife.” The drafted agreement looks very sophisticated,
and he seems content with it. You advise Gary that the
agreement looks fine to you and you provide your
signature to the document. 
Two months later, Gary calls one of the partners at your
firm. He is threatening to sue you and the firm for poor
legal advice because his interspousal agreement had no
tax considerations which will cost him thousands in
losses. What are your next steps from here? How could
this have been prevented? Would you change your
approach for the next client seeking ILA?

You are a lawyer at a large firm in Ottawa. You know that there is no requirement for
ILA under the Family Property Act, but it is highly recommended. Lisa has come to
your office in tears. She is a 56-year-old neurosurgeon. She explains to you that she
was married to Jen, who is gender non-binary and uses they/them pronouns, for
eight years. They separated in 2005. They did not get a formal divorce. Lisa felt bad
about the separation so she told Jen that she would “take care of Jen always.” She
moved out of their home and bought a condo. She continued for years to deposit
money into their joint bank account. A few years ago, Lisa started to date Maria.
Maria was concerned that Lisa had not cut ties with Jen and pressured her to get a
divorce. Lisa filed for divorce and Jen was in agreement with separating. The
separation agreement stated:
i) The parties would sell the matrimonial home and divide the profits from the sale;
ii) Following the sale of the matrimonial home, Lisa would pay Jen monthly spousal
support of $29,000, indefinitely;
iii) Remarriage by Jen would not be deemed a material change of circumstances;
iv) Lisa would continue to deposit her income into the RBC joint account, both parties
would have their expenses paid from that account, and Jen would manage money
for � both parties, pending the sale of the matrimonial home.
Lisa did not obtain any ILA for this agreement before signing, despite being advised
to do so by � Jen’s lawyer. Lisa had injured her hand and was not able to continue her
position at the hospital. � She went on long-term disability and was not able to afford
paying Jen their spousal support. Jen � sought enforcement of the Separation
Agreement, and wanted to be awarded $29,000 a month, � indefinitely. Lisa is asking
if you can help her make the separation agreement invalid before � the court for lack
of ILA. You recall a recent case from the Ontario Supreme Court stating that if � the
party, “did not understand the Separation Agreement, then he should have obtained
legal � advice.  He did not.  That is his own fault.  He must live with the
consequences.” (Geishardt v. � Ahmed, 2017 ONSC 5513). What are your options? Can
you help Lisa? How can you prevent � this from happening to other clients? 

You are a mediator with a collaborative law firm in Regina.
Jose and Amelia have come to access your services.
English is not their primary language which has created a
communication barrier between you and them. Both
spouses are very pleasant, but you are concerned about
the power  dynamic between them. Jose does most of the
speaking, which at first you thought was due to the
language barrier, but now you are starting to suspect there
are other reasons. Amelia seems very anxious during the
mediations. This is typical for most parties during the
dispute resolution process, but her anxiety seems to be
more extreme. She often flinches when Jose leans to pick
up paper or a pencil. 
Last week she arrived at the mediation with a dark bruise
on her neck. You are very concerned � there is domestic
violence happening but are unsure of how to approach the
situation. You have � never received any formal training on
trauma-informed practice. You are also unsure about � what
your duties are as a mediator in this scenario. What are
your options? How will you � proceed with this mediation?

What are your options? How can you work with lawyers to ensure this doesn’t continue happening?Identify and discuss the issues in this scenario. 

What are your options? Can you help Lisa? How can you prevent  this from happening to other clients? 

What are your next steps from here? How could this have been prevented? Would you change your
approach for the next client seeking ILA?

What are your options? How will you proceed  with this mediation?

Employment
arrangements

of the
mediator. 

Opening up a
line of

communication
with the lawyer

for Jason

Times for when
Michael has better

clarity, but if there is
some room to

negotiate around
that. Making room

for Michael. 

Stress and time
considerations,

elongated
process, no

certainty of end

The costs of the mental
health supports being

perhaps shared by both.
How to address these

various professionals in
the space, or not, as a

mediator. 

Needs more information
about the relationship and
the mental health needs, to
see if there are constraints

on the interaction
depending on the

circumstances to protect
Michael in this situation.
Norms and constraints. 

3

4

5

3

4

Money

trouble
understanding 

Apparently
Power

imbalance

possible risk
to amelia

from
mediation

talking to
spouse by
themselves

without
raising alarm

Bi-furcated:
1) learning;
2) confirm
learning

Addressing
power

differences

Need lots of
time; figure out

what they need =
converse, get

information and
follow up

track
people in
a system

if cold call,
where to

direct them

If in role of providing
support specific to

mandatory mediation,
support them in what
they think they can

achieve - set them up
for success

prioritize
files;

emergency?

3

4

5

3

4

5

3

4

5

Frustration at
the point
case has
already
reached

Who is the
other

lawyer
involved?

Lawyer trying
to put client in
position she
would have

been in

Template to
show how and

why parties
reached their

agreement

parties might
not know all

the information
to give lawyer

Collaborative
law approach

3

4

5

Identify and discuss:

The issues in the scenario
What are Lisa’s interests?
What are Jen’s interests?
The interests not addressed by ILA in the scenario
The objectives/goals
The challenges that might arise; What is getting in the way?
What are some challenges Lisa is facing?
What are some challenges Jen is facing?
How might a court view this agreement?
Later questions:
To what extent can a lawyer (in an ILA role) cover, or be affected, by those things?
What options do these take you towards that includes, or doesn’t include, ILAs?

Joint
Summary

Lisa
Summary

2

3

4

5

Jen
Summary

Lisa
Summary

Jen
Summary

Gary
Summary

Sue
Summary

Gary
SummarySue

Summary

Sue
Summary

Gary
Summary

SUMMARY: financial challenges
are most prominent; A & D may

both end up unrepresented.
Unclear if information is

accessible; published information
of providers does not include

fees. Social Services may require
future support is sought from one
of the spouses. ILA at the end of

mediation seems ineffective; need
information at the front end.

Amelia
Summary

Jose
Summary

Michael
psychological, 

Jason: Resolving it swiftly
perhaps because it may go his

way. Interests in maintaining
the family farm to be in tact.

Emotionally he may be ready to
finalize the end of this

relationship. Sounds like he
likes the terms of the

separation agreement, so may
not want to have it amended. 

Michael: Mental health, potential loss of
his property rights and access. Long
term employment interests, we don't

know where the money is coming from.
Even if you know you are entitled to
the farm, he may be anxious to push

back against that. Living arrangements,
will they be lost in the farm being lost?

Safety is a significant consideration.
What kind of health insurance and

employment on the farm, if there is a
safety issue then what supports are in

place. 

Michael: Mental health, potential loss of
his property rights and access. Long
term employment interests, we don't

know where the money is coming from.
Even if you know you are entitled to
the farm, he may be anxious to push

back against that. Living arrangements,
will they be lost in the farm being lost?

Safety is a significant consideration.
What kind of health insurance and

employment on the farm, if there is a
safety issue then what supports are in

place. 

2

Burden of
attendance
(time away
from work;
child care)

if ILA is post
negotiation,

seems impossible
for ILA to be

effective at end

ILA is designed
to be a rubber
stamp; lots of
lawyers are

worried about
that

single lawyer
is conflicted
as well; most
likely friend of

couple

size of PA not such
a problem but

smaller centers
would make
availability of

lawyers limited

conflict of
mediator

lawyers & ILA
advisors

no designated
regulation re:

mediation as a
stand-alone

profession/practice

responsibility
of lawyer to
understand

the complete
picture

most people are
going to think of a

lawyer first; may be
a receptionist as 1st

point of contact

gov't website
provides

Mediators
contact info; mix

of lawyers &
non-lawyers

cross over;
lawyers acting
as mediators
are regulated

mediator
may take
on role of
explaining

if unrepresented,
mediators have to make
sure general framework
under regimes (property,
parenting/support) - stop

process and advice to
go chat with a lawyer 

suggestion:
ILA training

for mediators

suggestion:
have ILA at

both the front
and back end

suggestion:
they need a

navigator

understanding
family law rights

might not
know they

need advice
(ex. pension)

understanding
financial

interests/rights

maintain
same level
of support

psychological
factor; support

interested in
max. family

support;
across whole

family unit

Primarily
interested in

referral to
right services

can be in several
common law
relationships

without realizing
it

situation
isn't legally

complex

no obligation to
go to mediation
unless leads to a

contentious
separation

ILA depends
on the

sophistication
of the clients 

this couple is not
likely to get ILA;
not designed to
help them in a
practical sense

Day 2

SOLUTIONS

Establishing the value of the property to ensure that the process costs themselves are better understood in what direction to take. 

How much the mental health service will cost, will it be something he alone needs to bear? 

Cost of mediation considered. 

Travel costs. 

Should the lawyer be contacting that lawyer directly? If the mediator isn't providing the legal advice themselves, then they can't interfere with the legal considerations. 

The two lawyers that are giving ILA may want to dialogue more about the likely legal outcome. 

Most mediatiors aren't lawyers. 

What are the roles for all of the participants here? 
Better define those roles. 

There is a reluctance by mediators to deal with the legal rights and entitlements as opposed to looking at the interests. 

There is importance to have legal entitlements be defined at the outset, as opposed to at the end. 

A recording option so that things can be shared at the end. 

A collaborative law process so that somebody who is already in that mindset, so instead of needing to have people be brought through the elongated process of a
disconnected process. 

How to confidently and competently go through this process. 

What are the rules of the game for that person? 

Trust in the process and trust with who these people are dealing with. 

If Michael and Jason are brought to the end where there is ILA changing the trust dynamic between the mediators, can we put those rights and entitlements at the
beginning. 

Trauma interests, do we have two equal parties: the truth is people (significantly women in the population) just want to leave that relationship. 

Screening for trauma, various tools to be put in place to look at domestic violence. 
A more in depth screening process involving physical, psychological, fear, manipulation, and coercion. This identifies where the person is at, where the safety issues might
be and what processes are most appropriate.

A screening process for mental health and anxiety. 

A screening process for trauma and domestic violence that would need to happen at the beginning of the separation process. 

Trying to ensure that people don't take advantage of the process. 

Training on recognizing the signs, so if there are screening questions being asked. 

Multi-disciplinary teams - what is the cost? How does this factor in for communication? 

More sustainable long-term outcomes. 

Looking at the professional obligations that lawyers have, there are signals to look at power imbalance, but they are not able to look at personality disorder or psychological
disorders. 

Look at the limits of expertise. What is the line drawn? If you have multi-disciplinary systems, who has to bare the weight for liabilities.. In cases of coercive control, even an
interdisciplinary team, there is a false assumption that you manage this because this healing process needs to take over a longer period of time, so slow the process down. 
A interdisciplinary team may be effective, but it is not a panacea and the process. needs to be slowed down. 

SOLUTIONS

SOLUTIONS

SOLUTIONS

Can she
afford
me?

Other lawyer
very familiar
with situation

ILA might
not have
changed

things

lack of ILA
delayed

the issue 

orientation/prep
with social work 

orientation
before

mediation (i.e.
w/ social

work)

BIG PRINCIPLE:
Lawyers should

be involved
sooner rather

than later!

time to
investigate

further

splitting
stages of

ILA

role of other
professionals 

more communication/
collaboration

Inter-
professional

communication/
work

Be
patient &

listen

Involve
lawyers
sooner

Cost of
collaborative

processes

Challenge:
Parties

accurately
represent what

is going on

Amanda called
first but

responsibility
for neutrality

Team
approach

Financial
constraints?

Pulling
people aside
- and doing

so impartially

ensure
consistent

information to
both spouses

Something
similar to

ORT

Process that
diverts people
from court but
also informs of
their rights and

entitlements

misinformed
spouses =

misinformed
fight

Give hope
even if

unsure how it
will work out

Don't want to
pull the plug
just because
of a power
imbalance

not making it
sound like it

will all be easy

not
qualifying
for legal

aid 

how did Amanda
get to that

worker? if job not
specific to

providing support

Legal advice
based on

income level

Catch the
people

who fall in
the cracks

Set number
of meetings

with lawyer to
reach

agreement

Legal aid
doesn't do

property - but
no reason why
they couldn't

Mediator
Training
Problem

If Legal aid
were

available to
more people

Some
might
keep

going?

Some
might pull
the plug

potential
invalidation of

agreement due
to duress

Agreement
is under
duress?

Court
ordered

mediation - 4-
6 sessions

free

not doing
something

to derail
process

1-3 sessions
free to inform

people of their
rights going in

want to help
alleviate
financial
pressure

Respect Self-
determination

ensure talks are
efficient - both in

time and cost;
ensure she is
aware of her

choices

Independent
interviews of
both parties

possible
involvement

of family
services

suggest
Amanda have a
discussion with

mediator

no uniform
mediator
ethical

guidelines

no one stop
shop for

client
(Amanda)

Lawyers
have a duty

to avoid
duress

frustrated by run
around; risk of
upsetting them
with hard truths

Lawyers have
a duty to

avoid duress

Especially
where
power

imbalances

a virtual/written
mediation may
have benefit

Parties to
fill out

themselves

What wording/
questions are going

to give you the
information you

need?

might not
be a good
solution

can mediator
give advice
re: pension?

support person
to help with

language/power

Document
developed

AS parties go
through

mediation

immediacy
of harm

mediators
need more

support
(trauma;
suicide)

unclear of
mediation role;

need to be
impartial (not

passive)

Something that
some mediators are

currently doing -
send summaries to
lawyer rather than
drafting separation

agreement

Is there a neutral body for
Michael so that it isn't

falling onto Michael alone
to deal with the expanding

beyond the couple to a
support system that is real,
so how do we take off the

pressure as a couple.

Not all
mediators get

the right training
(part of the prof.

bodies)

mediator to
be

empowered
to pause; re-

evaluate

Proportionate
Systemic Focus
(allocating time

and resources to
the most

important issue)

Close the
mediator
training

gap

is person
confused or not

getting the
answer; how
many people
have phone

Front end
work

ILA before
mediation

Is mediation
even a good

choice of
process here?

if going through
divorce, people

are
overwhelmed

family law paralegal
- someone quasi-
legal; lawyer; to

provide advice re:
pension

Financial
constraints?

make sure
online

information
is valid

triage to find right
process/professional

What is the value of this
land? An assessment of

the property to see if
that balances well with
the mental health costs.

If he was healthy this
might be different. 

Front-end
caucus

Preventative
Approach

Is there any other way to benefit Michael? 

Are there employment considerations? 

How many siblings or children does Jason
have? (ex. 17 siblings that need to be
considered). 

What does the family have to say? 

Maybe we need to pool resources and see the
allocations in a more holistic way. 

Jason seems to have ownership of the land, so
if the mediator has the understanding of the
ownership, then perhaps Michael can receive
funds from the farm. 

CREATE A NEW
ROLE; triage
worker has
access free

resources; be
google

Fear for
lawyers who
come in only

at endCould be
benefit for

lawyers too

unbundle
services; get
them through

the next
stage

importance of
multilingual

information/services

ILA when
they

actually
need it

Working in
tandem with

mediation
services

Culturally
aware

availability of
interpreters

(like BC
tribunal)

Duty Counsel
Model

ILA for an
ILA

checklist of
things ILA can
provide; help

make informed
choice

how does
checklist align

themselves with
other phases?

CONSISTENT
INFORMATION;
electronic file;

accessing the same
information (ex.

systems in health)

Navigator

Navigating?

Choose
the right
process

Get them
right

professions

challenges
for public to
understand
DR process

have ILA at
both the front
and back end

Get a
navigator

Finding
mediators

and
lawyers

list of professionals/
mediators qualified

Also have to
find lawyer

who is willing
to work as a
team/on ILA

Mediator
Professional

Solutions

trusted
intermediator

role

decision tree/
flowchartOnline

(lower
cost)

1) meet
with

lawyer(s)

talk
about
rights 

2) process
with

mediator/
lawyer

ongoing
information

sharing

3) meet
with 2nd
lawyer

human follow
up after
flagged
answers

final ILA
agreement

help draft
agreement

CLEARLY
DEFINED
ROLES

clear ILA; take
independence out

of LA for those
equally

empowered and
not acting
strategical

mediation
as a vehicle

to share

Sliding
scale - (DR

office)

Paid for
by

parties

Legal
Information

Training

discreet duty
counsel

provided online,
easily

accessible,
efficient

Trauma/Power
Information

Training

COLLABORATIVE
LAW; get rid of

skews

Mandatory
Basic

Training

Could be
paid for by
parties OR

OR paid by
government

if you can't get rid of
strategic advice, deliver it

in a way that doesn't
leave them threatened/

vulnerable

Law Society
could make it
mandatory to

refer to trained
mediators

unauthorized
practice?

could
incentive

joining
ministers list

MORE
OPTIONS
the better

clear information re:
stages; visual maps
with more detailed

information

Bullet Train
between

Stoon and
PA

take some
information

down

Combat
mis-

information

Coming from
authority
figure /

perceived
neutral

near-to-legal
professionals?

Free or sliding scale
sessions to have lawyers
involved at the very first
session so that generic
entitlements and rights

are put forward, and then
you work with the

mediator at the end, but
an ILA is at the end still. 

•� ORT for family law
o� Calgary has a system “conciliation” before they go too far down. Staffed by
volunteer lawyers. Almost like pre-trial judges.
o� Paid on a tariff.
o� Family arbitration.
o� You have tenancy dispute.
o� Trained paid arbitrators. Trained mediators, trained adjudicators.
o� ORT for family would have people require to build communication skills.
o� Trauma informed practice.
•� Move ILA to the front end of mediation
o� Have a good idea of your rights and responsibilities
•� Germany has a system where it is a health premium and it is a legal premium. You
get a lawyer.
o� Legal insurance
•� Reconceive collaborative law to some degree “Saskatchewan Family Solutions
Tribunal”
o� Create a system like the ORT.
o� Idea of collaborative law in the private sector and its very successful but
challenges in the private sector.
o� Can you recreate a public funded system.
o� Publicly funded system based on collaborative law
o� Not complaints based. Multidisciplinary
o� Quebec moved from a mandatory…paid for 4 sessions. Some but not a lot
mediators. Tariff system and a lot of lawyers.
•� ILA comes at the end…but is there an opportunity for the lawyer to frame the
issues of the mediation. What needs to be addressed?
•� Set out in the family property act all the goals and what are the responsibilities.

A best practices guide, or
template to have the

lawyers have the
information at the end to
have a draft agreement. 

Interim
agreements to
allow for the

varying needs
of separations

training incl. ILA
training for
mediator

Having only Law
Society approved

mediators deal
with ILA 

Stages, focus on
the more
detailed
process. 

Duty counsel
model 

Changing the
placement of

ILA in the
temporal
process

Having a human
rights group that
involves a duty

counsel model, more
subsidized 

collaborative law
access,

An interdisciplinary
team that manages
considerations of
trauma, mental

health and violence
through an initial

screening process. . 

Changing the
placement of

ILA in the
temporal
process.: 

Two visits
is double

the money

Human
Resources

Navigator to find out
where they go to in

the process. Investing
in the front end. Could

be decision trees,
forms online, how to

keep practitioners
involved. 

Cost is significant.
Doesn't need to be a
lawyer, people need

to have access to
information in a more
cost-efficient manner.
Get more information

about their rights. 

Parents in separation
course. Looking at the

content of property rights,
doing a quiz for example,
before we move onto the
separation process. Not

legal advice, but
information. Would likely
need to be government-

led.

Indigenous people not
accessing those services

because of a lack of trust in
the process. Social worker

involvement and the risks to
family separations. The more

people with their hands on
the system may affect trust,
because trust has not been

built up with the system
itself. 

A more effective
way of assessing
the priorities of

families. Perhaps
property lies much

lower in priority
than does safety. 

The formal legal structure and how
a lot of family transitions take place

outside of the formal structure.
People need something from the

system and a lot of people are
going through family

reorganization without accessing
that system. If there is a broad

range of trusted intermediaries to
access this information to assist

with decision making then we are
more hopeful to get them off to a

better start. 

What work is being
done by non-profits
as a result of absent
stability. Providing
security of stability
for non-profits and

for individuals. 

Politics All women's
justice group

to manage
the needs of

families.

Politics vs politics:
There might be

impediments as a result
of resistance at the bar
(preventing mediators
from practicing in the

ways that are defined in
expanding function) 

Having ILA upfront may
reduce overall long-

term costs. Having ILA
at the front would

include legal
information, but also
how it applies to their
particular situation as

well. 

How do we get
the systems of

people to talk to
each other so that

the services
actually serve

people. 

Trauma
Informed

Equip students
and lawyers with
tools and skills to

have an
awareness. The

navigator may be
a critical point. 

Putting the human part
back into the process.

The legal part might be
right, but the people

aren't. Getting people
to a better position may

make the legal issues
easier.

You might be able to replace
parts of the mediation or

collaborative law process with
an online dispute process, but

there needs to be a human
being at some point be that

through screening or triaging.
There are things that can't be

done online. A trauma-informed
practice involves a human being
that is willing to openly listen. 

Unresolved legal issues
tend to lead to more

unresolved legal issues,
with a person stuck in
the problem space and

not knowing which
problem to deal with

first. 

Spending a lot of time in
one place to get the

answer, so perhaps a one
stop shop for access.

Streamlining services that
are effective and trust-
based will allow for an

easier process for
everyone else. 

Being trauma-informed in
our solutions involves the

connecting of trusted
systems and groups of

people that could use the
systems they are trusting in.
What is the 'village' that we
have built, and what do we

need to build to support
community members?

DUTY
COUNSEL

ROLE

Slowing down
the ILA process

to allow for
adequate

consideration

SOLUTIONS

Michael & Jason SolutionsMediator Solutions

Solutions Summary

Prototyping Stage

Lens Testing

At a broader
governmental level

there may be funding
allocations that serve as

a complication, or the
regulatory changes that

are needed but
bureaucratic in process.
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